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I, AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

The sections below have been amended in the manner required by

37 C.F.R. §1.121 showing all changes (i.e., with the additions

underlined and the deleted portions stricken through)

.

A, IN THE ^^ABSTRACT" Section

Please amend the ABSTRACT section as indicated so that only the

single underlined paragraph below appears.

ABSTRACT

A phased anav coil system is presented for use with a magnetic resonance system. The

phased array coil system includes a first coil, a second coil, and an interface subsystem. The first

coil defines a first region and the second coil defines a second region, with the first coil partially

overlapping the second coil to define an overlap region formed by the intersection of the first and

second regions. Operably connected with the fii^st and second coils, the interface subsystem

includes (i) a power splitter for splitting radio frequency (RF) powder for delivery to the first and

second coils and (ii) a phase compensator for adjusting the phase relationship of the RF power

delivered to the first and second coils so that a magnetic field produced thereby in the overlap

region is approximately equal to that produced near the center of each of the first and second

regions.

[[A transmit/receivo phased array coil system ia preoented for use with a magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) oystem> It includes first and second coilfi and an interface subsystem.

The first and second coils cooperato to define an overlap region, thus forming u phased array coil

subsystem.—Connected to the phased array coil subsystem, the interface subsystem can bo

switched between (1) a transmit state wherein a magnetic field of substantial uniformity is

transm i tted not only over the first and second regions defined by the first - and second coils,

respectively, but also over the overlap region; and (II) a receive state w^herein the interface

subsystem receives a response of an anatomical structure w^ithin the phased airay coil subsystem

to the magnetic field and conveys it to the MRI system.]]
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B, IN THE ^^SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION^^ Section

Please amend the SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION section as indicated

so that only the three underlined paragraphs below appear.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In a preferred embodiment, the invention provides a phased airav coil system for use with

n magnetic resonance imaging (MRP svstem. The phased array coil system includes a first coil,

a second coil, and an interface subsystem. The first coil defines a first region and the second coil

defines a second region, with the first coil partially overlapping the second coil to define an

overlap region formed bv the intei-section of the first and second regions. Operably connected

with the first and second coils, the interface subsystem includes (i) a power splitter for splitting

radio frequency (RF) power for delivery to the first and second coils and (ii) a phase

compensator for adjusting the phase relationship of the RF power delivered to the first and

second coils so that a magnetic field produced thereby in the overlap region is approximately

equal to that produced near the center of each of the first and second regions.

In a related embodiment, the invention provides a phased array coil system for use with a

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system. The phased amiv coii. .system includes a first coil, a

second coil, and an interface subsystem. The first coil defines a first region and the second coil

. defines a second region, with the first coil partially overlapping the second coil to define an

overlap region formed by the intersection of the first and second regions. Operably connected

with the first and second coils, the interface subsystem includes ( iV a power splitter for splitting

radio frequency (RF) power for delivery to the first and second coils and (it) a phase

compensator for adjusting the phase relationship of the RF power delivered to the first and

second coils to cause partial destmctive/constructive interference thereof in the overlap region so

that a magnetic field produced thereby in the overlap region is approximately equal to that

produced near the center of each of the first and second regions.

In a further related embodiment, the invention provides a transmit/receive (T/R) phased

array coil system for use with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system. The T/R phased

anav coil system includes a first birdcage coil, a second birdcage coil, and an interface
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subsystem. The first birdcage coil eiicompasscs a first region, the second birdcage coil

encompasses a second region, with the first and second birdcage coiis defining an overlap region

in which one of the birdcage coiis is partially overlapped bv the other of the birdcage coils to

form a phased array coil subsystem. Connected to the phased aaav coil subsystem, the interface

subsystem includes a pouter splitter, an attenuator, a phase compensator, and a plurality of

switches for enabling the interface subsystem to be switched between a transmit state and a

receive state, Tn the transmit state, the power splitter allocates radio frequency (RF) power

received from the MRI system between the first and second birdcage coils with the attenuator

reducing the RF power directed to at least one of the first and second birdcage coils so that (A) a

first magnetic field is applied through the first birdcage coil to the first region encompassed

thereby and (B) a second magnetic field is applied through the second birdcage coil to the second

region encompassed thereby with the phase compensator affecting a phase relationship between

the first and second magnetic fields so that a resulting magnetic field produced thereby in the

overlap region is approximately equal to the first and second magnetic fields produced near the

center of the first and second regions, respectively. In the receive state, the interface subsystem

receives from the phased array coil subsystem a respon.se of an anatomical structure placed

therein and conveys the response to the MRI system.

[ffe-a- pr^aentlv proforrod ombodiment. the invention provides a tramunit/roc iaive (T/f^

phased array coil Hv ^nem for ufie with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRU rivntom . Tho T/R

ehased array coil i»vatom includes a firrit ooiL a socond coil, and an interface subsvfitom> TW^ifst

coil definefi a finst region, and the second coil dofincs a second region. The first and second coiis

eeepcrato to define an overlap region in which one of the coils is paitiallv overlapped bv the

ethef- to form a phased array coil gubsvstom. Connected to the phased airav coil subsystem, the

interface subsystem preferably includes a power splitter, an attenuator, a phase compen.<iator. and

a plurality of switches for enabling the inteitace subsvstom to be switched botween a transmit

st-ate and a rocoive i^tato. In the trQn^>mit state, tho power splitter allocates radio froquency fRF^

power received from tho MRI system between the firi^t and second colls, with the attenua-tef

fedttcing tho RF power diroctod to at least one of tho first and second coils. Thir, allows a first

ffiagnetio field to be applied through the first coil to the first region con'espondine thereto and a

seeend magnetic field to be applied through tho second coil to the second region correspondiiHg
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^befelQ. The phase componnutor gffectri the phase relationship belvvoon the Finit and sccctfi4

fflagnotic tiold5 rio a ; i to cauiiO a retmltant magnotic field to be r.ubstantiallv uniform not only over

at least portionri of the finit and ricoond roiiion i. but ahio over the overlap repion. Thi s enables the

ehfwtid array coil fiubfiVr.toni to apply the resultant magnetic field to un anatomical litriH^^^^

ptaeed within at least one of the first region, the r.econd region and the overlap region> Ifl-4be

receive state, the interface subsyscem receives from the phased array coil subsystem a response

&f4kQ anatomical stnjctiiro to the resultant magnetic field and convoys the response to the MRl

svstom. 1 1
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CONCLUSION

In this Rule 312 Amendment, Applicant proposes minor revisions

to the ABSTRACT and SUMMARY OP THE INVENTION sections of the

application merely so that they comport with the invention as

claimed. The proposed changes will neither affect the claims nor

require any substantial work on the part of the Patent Office,

Applicant respectfully requests entry of the amendments proposed

herein before issuance of the application.

If the Examiner has any questions regarding this Rule 312

Amendment, he is invited to call the undersigned at the telephone

number listed below.

Jawrafe R. Stevenson
Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 38,7&5

MEDRAD, Inc.
One Medrad Drive
Indianola, PA 15051-0780
TELEPHONE: (412) 767-2400 x3280
FACSIMILE: (412} 767-8899
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